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ABSTRACT 

We present measurements of the two-body decays of the J/~/J into a vector and 

a pseudoscalar meson. The data, taken with the Mark III detector at the SLAC 

e+e- storage ring SPEAR, consist of 5.8 x lo6 produced J/+ ‘s. The branching 

ratios for the J/lc, decays into pr, pr], pq’, w7r”, WV, WV’, c$q, do’, and K*K are mea- 

sured; an upper limit on J/T/J + &r” is obtained. Using the measured branching 

ratios we obtain parameters of a phenomenological model of J/$ decays, indi- 

cating that the q and $ are consistent with being composed only of light and 

strange quarks. The model is used to obtain the mixing angle in the pseudoscalar 

nonet. The wr” electromagnetic form factor is determined. The upper limit on 

J/~/J -+ &r” is used to study the contributions from electromagnetic doubly-OZI 

suppressed decays of the J/lc, . 
.- 

I. INTRODUCTION 

-. Decays of the J/$J in t o vector-pseudoscalar (VP) meson pairs are expected 

to occur mainly by two mechanisms: strong decays via three gluon annihilation 

(Fig. la), and electromagnetic decays through one virtual photon (Fig. lb). 

Electromagnetic contributions to J/lc, decays are important since the strong de- 

cays are Okubo-Zweig-Iizuka (OZI) suppressed.“’ We can therefore measure the 

isospin violating electromagnetic decays such as J/~/J --+ w7r”,pq and p$ with a 

sensitivity comparable to the strong decays. Diagrams with more disconnected 

quark lines can also contribute to the decay rates. An example is the doubly- 

OZI-suppressed (DOZI) diagram (Fig. lc). Our recent analysis of J/t,b + ywc$ 

decays 12’ shows that DOZI processes contribute to J/ll, decay rates. The lack 

of flavor correlation between the final state mesons in the isospin violating decay 

J/t,b + &r” requires that the decay proceed via the diagram shown in Fig. Id. 

We can thus estimate the importance of this electromagnetic DOZI-suppressed 

diagram. 

A full set of measurements of J/ll, ---) VP decays enables us to test the 
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processes involved. We can study the contributions of the different amplitudes to 

the decay rates, the mixing angle in the pseudoscalar meson nonet and the quark 

content of its members. The pseudoscalar mixing angle and the quark content of 

the v and q’ mesons reflect any additional contributions (e.g. gluonium or radial 

excitations) to the meson wavefunctions.’ 

Measurements of purely electromagnetic J/T) decays can be used to calculate 

the electromagentic form factors involved. These form factors are used to test 

QCD inspired models of mesonic wave functions. “I We have previously calculated 

electromagnetic form factors in the decays of the J/+ to a pair of pseudoscalar 

mesons , “I and qualitative predictions have been made for their magnitude rel- 

ative to the electomagnetic form factors in J/T/J + VP decays.[” Assuming that 

single photon annihilation is the dominant process in the J/T/J + wr” decay, its 

.- - electromagnetic form factor may be calculated by comparing the rate for this 

decay with that for the crossed channel process w + 77r'. 

We report herein measurements of the branching ratios for J/$J decays to all 

vector (p, w, 4 and K*) and pseudoscalar (r, K, q and q’) meson pairs. The data 

set was taken with the Mark III detector at the SLAC e+e- storage ring SPEAR, 

at a center of mass energy equal to m J/$,. The data, consisting of 5.8 x lo6 

produced J/+ ‘s, were acquired in sets of 0.9 x 106, 1.8 x lo6 and 3.1 x lo6 J/qb ‘s. 

The number of J/tj ‘s in the second data set was found by studying events with 

0,1,2,3 and > 3 charged tracks, where the trigger efficiency was determined from 

J/$J decays in events of the type $’ + x+~~T+!J.‘~’ The J/ll, content of the other 

two data sets was found by measuring the relative rate of the J/$ + p+p- decay 

in each period. The combined sample represents a two-fold increase over the data 

(2.7 x 106) used in our earlier analysis of J/ll, + VP decays.[‘I 

In the next section we discuss the general features of event selection. The 

analysis features specific to each decay are presented in Section III. The measured 

branching ratios are given in Table I. In Section IV we investigate the physical 

implications of our measurements. The set of measured branching ratios is used 
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to fit the parameters in a model of J/G d eta y s which includes strong, electromag- 

netic and DOZI-suppressed amplitudes. This model”’ also allows for violation 

of SU(3) invariance and includes a parametrization of the r] and 7’ wavefunctions 

in terms of light and strange quarks. The mixing angle in the pseudoscalar 

nonet and the quark contents of the q and q’ are calculated. The strength of 

the electromagnetic DOZI-supressed processes is estimated. A calculation of the 

w7r” electromagnetic form factor is performed, details of which are given in the 

Appendix. 

II. EVENT SELECTION 

The Mark III detector has been described elsewhere.“’ A brief survey follows: 

Photons are detected as showers in a finely segmented electromagnetic calorime- 

i. .- ter which covers 95% of the full 47r solid angle, and is fully efficient for photon 

energies above 0.1 GeV. The angular resolution is 10 mrad, and the energy reso- 

lution is DE/E = 0.17/d!? (E in GeV). Charged tracks are detected in the drift 

chamber which covers 85% of the solid angle, and has a momentum resolution of 

c$/p = o.o15JV( p p in GeV/c). The time-of-flight (TOF) system covers 80% 

of 47r, and has a mean resolution of 200 ps, providing 30 K/T discrimination up 

to 0.8 GeV/c. 

The analyses of the individual channels have common features. Vector mesons 

are detected in the modes p ---) ~+7r-, w ---, ~+r-z~, 4 + K+K-, and K* + KT. 

Pseudoscalar mesons are detected in the modes 7~’ + 77, q + 77, q -+ 7r+7r-7, 

q + 7h-770, q' --+ 7p, and q’ + V?T + 7r -. Observing the q and q’ decays in more 

than one mode allows us a cross-check of our measurements. Selection criteria on 

the invariant mass of a 77 pair forming a x0 or an q differ in various decay modes. 

The criteria are more stringent when large backgrounds need to be suppressed. 

The effect on the branching ratios is included in the systematic error. 

Each analysis requires events to have the correct number of charged tracks 

with the sum of their charges equal to zero, and at least the required number 
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of showers. Spurious photon candidates, arising from the interactions of charged 

tracks in the shower counters, are minimized by rejecting showers which fall near 

a charged track and by imposing a minimum-energy requirement. 

The selected events are kinematically fitted by imposing energy and momen- 

tum constraints. The kinematic fit adjusts the track energies and momenta within 

the measured errors and detector resolution, so as to satisfy the given event hy- 

pothesis. This improves the photon energy measurement and suppresses events 

with the wrong charged particle assignment. When the number of showers in 

an event exceeds the minimum, the showers are ordered in decreasing energy, all 

combinations with up to three additional showers are fitted, and the combination 

with the minimum x2 is retained. 

Scatter plots of the invariant mass of the vector meson candidate versus 

the invariant mass of the pseudoscalar meson candidate are formed. Invariant 

mass combinations which fall into the range of the V(P) meson are selected. The 

recoiling P(V) mass spectrum is fitted using the sum of a polynomial background 

and a Breit-Wigner (BW) curve (width obtained from Ref. 10) convolved with 

a Gaussian resolution function. The number of P(V) mesons recoiling against 

V(P) mass sidebands is obtained by a similar fit, and is used for background 

subtraction. 

The detection efficiency and mass resolution for each channel are found by 

a Monte Carlo simulation. This includes the matrix element for the J/$ + 

VP decays which completely specifies the final state angular distributions.[“’ 

The interactions of photons in the detector are simulated using both detailed 

shower simulation programs (EGS):“’ and real photons from fully reconstructed 

J/G events. 

The fractional systematic error for each branching ratio is obtained by adding 

contributions from the following terms in quadrature: 8.5% from the J/$ flux, 

1% from the reconstruction of each charged track, 2% from the reconstruction of 

each photon, 5% from the kinematic fit, 5% to 10% from the selection criteria, 
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and 5% to 10% resulting from the uncertainty on the background subtraction. 

III. ANALYSIS 

A discussion of the analysis of each final state follows. The resulting branch- 

ing ratios are given in Table I. Unless specified, the z” and q in the final state 

are identified in the 77 mode. On each result the first error is statistical and the 

second systematic. The average is a weighted mean of the different decay modes. 

The upper limit is given at the 90% confidence level. 

The decay J/G + p7r is observed in the 7r+7r-77 final state. The 77 invariant 

mass is required to be consistent with a no (0.07 to 0.20 GeV/c2). This removes 

virtually all QED backgrounds, as well as 7r+7r-7 events with an additional spu- 

. - rious shower. A Dalitz plot of one third of the selected events is shown in Fig. 2. 

The pr bands are dominant!“’ A study of the population in the Dalitz plot away 

from the pr bands shows no evidence for a population uniform in phase space, 

or for contributions from other resonances. Possible background from another 

source (i.e. J/t,b + K*K + K+K-r”, with the kaons misidentified as pions) 

has been estimated by Monte Carlo simulation, and its expected contribution of 

(3.2&0.4)% h as b een subtracted from the data. We find the ratio p”no/p7r to be 

0.328 f 0.005 f 0.027, in agreement with the value of one third expected from 

isospin symmetry (see Section IV A). 

The decay J/$ + ~7 is observed in two decay modes of the 77. For the 

q + 77 mode, events in the final state 7rrs7r-77 are kinematically fitted to the 

hypothesis J/$ + q?r+m-, where the requirement of the q mass adds an addi- 

tional constraint to the fit. The nr+7r- mass distribution recoiling against the q 

is shown in Fig. 3a. 

For the 7 + T+T-~T’ mode, the final state 7r+7r-7r+7rr-77 is selected. The 

77 invariant mass is required to be consistent with a r” (0.11 to 0.16 GeV/c2). 
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All ~T+T-STO mass combinations consistent with an r] (0.53 to 0.57 GeV/c2) are 

considered. Only one combination per event is found in the r) mass region. The 

K+T- mass distribution recoiling against the 7 is shown in Fig. 3b. 

To obtain the number of J/$J + pr] events, the interference from the de- 

cay J/$ + wq, w + x+x- is taken into account. Although the w decays to 

?T+T- with a branching ratio of only l.7%,‘101 the branching ratio for J/$J -+ WV 

is one order of magnitude larger than that for J/$J + pq (Table I). Interference 

effects are therefore expected to be significant. The data in Figs. 3a and 3b are fit- 

ted with the function N(M,+,-) = L(Mr+A-) + IA,(M,+,-) + A,(M,+,-) .ei’#‘12, 

where L is a polynomial background term and A, is the contribution of the 

pq channel to the data. The amplitude A, = (Np) i . FFw (MT+,-), where FFw 

is the appropriate Breit-Wigner term!13’ The amplitude A, is similarly defined. 

. - In the fitting procedure, NP, N,,, and 4 (the relative phase) are all left free. For 

the Q + 77 mode we find C$ = (46& 15)‘, the branching ratio for J/$ --) pq given 

in Table I, and a branching ratio for J/ll, -+ WV of (1.35 f 0.14 f 0.34) x 10e3, in 
_ 

reasonable agreement with that measured in the w + ?T+x-~T mode (Table I). 

The fit results for the q + T+T-TO mode agree within errors. 

The decay J/$ + pr]’ is observed in two decay modes of the q’. For the 

rl ’ + 7p mode, the final state 7r+7r-7r+7rrr-7 is selected. Background coming from 

J/+ -+ T+?T-T+IT~~~~ is suppressed by rejecting events consistent with the five- 

pion hypothesis, as determined using a 5C fit. Figure 4a shows the invariant 

mass of the 7p (0.50 < Mx+K- < 0.85 GeV/c2) [‘*’ recoiling against the other p 

(0.60 < MT+,- < 0.90 GeV/c2) in the event. All possible 7rT+rT- combinations 

consistent with two p’s are considered. Up to four entries per event are allowed. 

A clear 7’ signal is apparent over a large background. The background comes 

from wrong x+x- combinations, from the radiative decay J/$ ---) 7pp,‘15’ and 

from residual J/+ + ~~~~~~~~~~ events. The 7p events recoiling against p 

mass sidebands (0.2 < M,+,- < 0.4 and 1.2 < Mm+,- < 1.5 GeV/c2) show no 
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significant vi signal. 

For the vi + r]rr+n- mode, the final state 7r+7rr-7rr+7r-77 is selected. The 

77 mass is required to be consistent with an r) (0.53 to 0.57 GeV/c2). All 

7rT+7rIT- mass combinations consistent with a p (0.60 to 1.00 GeV/c2) are consid- 

ered. Figure 4b shows the invariant mass of the q7rr+7rr- events recoiling against 

the p. Only one combination per event is found in the 7’ mass region. A clear 

vi signal is apparent, well separated from background. The p mass sidebands 

show no significant 7’ signal. 

The possible contribution to p$ from w#, w + 7~+7~- is estimated to be 

(5 f 3)% using our measured rate for J/$ + WV’ given in Table I. The data is 

corrected for this effect. 

D. J/$J + wr” and J/g + WV 

The decays J/T) + wr” and J/$J + wr) are observed in the 7rr+7rr-7777 final 

state. If at least one ?r” is found from any 77 pair (0.10 < M,, < 0.17 GeV/c2), 

the x+rr-7ro invariant mass (Fig. 5a) is formed. Events with 0.73 < MT+,-,0 < 

0.83 GeV/c2 are selected as w candidates. This procedure is the same in all 

J/$ + WP channels. The 77’invariant mass recoiling against the w is shown in 

Fig. 5b. Clear no and q signals are apparent. The 77 combinations recoiling 

against w mass sidebands (0.66 < MT+,-,0 < 0.72 and 0.85 < M’IT+A-A~ < 0.90 

GeV/c2) are used for background subtraction. 

The decay J/$J -+ WV is also observed in the 7r+7r-7r+7rm777 final state. The 

77r+7r-- invariant mass recoiling against the w is shown in Fig. 6a. A clear q 

signal is seen. Curve I in Fig. 6a shows the Monte Carlo simulation of this 

signal. The branching ratio is determined by taking the total number of events 

in the q mass region (0.50 < My,+,- < 0.60 GeV/c2) and subtracting both an 

estimate of the phase space background, and the contribution from Q + xT+r~7ro, 

where one of the photons from the r” decay is not detected. This contribution, 

which populates the mass region from 0.35 to 0.50 GeV/c2, is well reproduced 
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by Monte Carlo simulation (curve II in Fig. 6a). The 77r+7rr- events recoiling 

against w mass sidebands are used for background subtraction. 

E. J/$ -+ WV’ 

The decay J/$ -+ WV’ is observed in two decay modes of the ‘I’ . For the 

7’ ---) 7p mode the final state 7r+7r-7r+7rm777 is selected. The 77rr+7r- invariant 

mass recoiling against the w is shown in Fig. 6b, where the x+x- invariant mass 

is required to be consistent with a p (0.50 < MT+,- < 0.90 GeV/c2). The w mass 

sidebands show no significant 7’ signal. 

For the vi + ~7r + - r decays, two decay modes of the q are observed. In 

the q + 77 mode the final state 7r+7r-7r+7rw7777 is selected. Following the w 

selection, the other 77 invariant mass is required to be consistent with an q (0.52 

to 0.57 GeV/c2). The r]~+r- invariant mass recoiling against the w is shown 

in Fig. 6c. The w mass sidebands are used for background subtraction. In the 

q + n+rT-7ro mode the final state 7r+7r-7r+7rw7r+~-7777 is selected. Following 

the w selection, the other 77 invariant mass is required to be consistent with 

a x0 (0.08 to 0.20 GeV/c2), and the 7r+?r-7r” invariant mass is required to be 

consistent with an q (0.53 to 0.57 GeV/c2). The r)r+x- invariant mass recoiling 

against the w is shown in Fig. 6d. The number of WV’ events is obtained by 

subtracting an estimated phase space background. The w mass sidebands are 

used for background subtraction. 

F. J/+ + &r” and J/$ + cjq 

The decays J/$J + &r” and J/$J + 4~ are searched for in the K+K-yy final 

state. The kaons have relatively low momentum and are easily separated from 

pions by the TOF system. The invariant mass of the two kaons recoiling against 

the q is shown in Fig. 7a. Events with 1.005 < MK+K- < 1.035 GeV/c2 are 

selected to be 4 candidates. This procedure is used in all J/T) + qSP channels. 

The 77 invariant mass recoiling against the 4 is shown in Fig. 7b. A clear 7 signal 

is seen. The 77 events recoiling against 4 mass sidebands (0.98 < MK+K- < 1.00 

and 1.05 < MK+K- < 1.09 GeV/c2) are used for background subtraction. 
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No r” signal is visible. An analysis of the population distribution in a scatter 

plot of MI(+K- vs. M,, predicts 3.5 f 0.5 background events in the region of the 

7~~ mass. Two events are observed in this region. A 90% confidence level upper 

limit on the B(J/$ + &r”) is given in Table 1.“” 

The decay J/lc, + $11 is also seen in the K+K-7r’7rS77 final state. Following 

the r$ and 7r” (0.08 < M,, < 0.20 GeV/c2) selection, the 7r+x-7r” invariant mass 

is shown in Fig. 8a. The C$ mass sidebands are used for background subtraction. 

The decay J/$ --) $17’ is observed in two decay modes of the q’. For the 

q’ --+ 7p mode the final state K+K-7rr+7rr-7 is selected. Following the C#J and p 

(0.50 < A&+,- < 0.90 GeV/c2) selection, the 7p invariant mass recoiling against 

the 4 is shown in Fig. 8b. The C$ mass sidebands show no $ signal. 

For the q’ --) q7rr+7rr- mode the final state K+K-7r+7rr-77 is selected. Fol- 

lowing the C$ and Q selection (0.50 < M,, < 0.60 GeV/c2), the qxr+?r- invariant 

mass recoiling against the C$ is shown in Fig. 8c. The number of $ events is 

taken as the number of entries in Fig. 8c, there being no background below 1.1 

GeV/c2. The C$ mass sidebands are used for background subtraction. 

H. J/$ -+ K*K 

The decay J/pcI -+ K*K is observed in the channels K**Kr (K** + K*?r’, 

K** + Kgr*) and K*“Ej(K*o + K*rF). The Ki is seen in the x+?T- decay 

mode. Events are required to have at least one kaon identified by the TOF 

system. In the K+K-r” mode events are rejected if they have a charged track 

unambiguously identified as a pion, or if the K+K- invariant mass is consistent 

with a 4. The latter criteria rejects only events with A~K+o > 1.4 GeV/c2, 

leaving the K*K signal unaffected. All the final states are shown in the Dalitz 

plots of Fig. 9. To obtain the number of K*K events, projections onto the mass 

axes are taken, and a BW curve with a quadratic background is fitted to the 

data. 
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Even though the 4C kinematic fit to J/lc, + yyK+K- rejects J/q + 

777rrr+7rr- events, a sizeable contamination from J/T) + p?r remains in the data. 

Such events are indistinguishable from J/ll, -+ K*K -+ K+K-m”, and are there- 

fore simulated by Monte Carlo. The predicted contribution which amounts to 

(28f4)% ofth e events in the signal region is subtracted. The resulting branching 

ratio for J/T) + K**Kr in the K+K-?rO final state, given in Table I, is in good 

agreement with that measured in the K*Kgc~r final state. As a further check 

on the accuracy of the p7r subtraction the analysis of the K+K-r’ final state 

is repeated with more stringent TOF selection criteria. These criteria require 

both charged tracks in an event to be identified as kaons, with the momentum 

of the kaon originating from the K* decay to be < 0.8 GeV/c. These criteria 

reduce the detection efficiency from 20% to 4.8%. The resulting branching ratio 

. - for J/t) + K**Kr is (5.57 f 0.25 f 0.78) x 10p3. This is in good agreement with 

the result in Table I, albeit with a larger statistical error. 

-. IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The branching ratios J/$ -+ VP are given in Table I. The results show a 

greater statistical accuracy than the previous Mark III measurements:] reflect- 

ing the increase in the number of J/t,b decays studied. The previous limit on 

J/ti ---) PI’, rl’ + v + - r is superceded by a measurement using two decay 

modes of the 17’. Due to the limited statistics upon which the previous result 

was based (three events in the q’ mass region) the background estimation was 

difficult. The current luminosity and improvements in the analysis method (rais- 

ing the detection efficiency from 9% to 21%) provide us with a clear signal over 

a well estimated background. The rate for J/$ -+ wq’, previously measured in 

two modes (one with only four events) is now measured in three modes which 

yield consistent branching ratios, although the value for the Q’ -+ 7p mode is 

smaller than the previous measurement by 3.7 times the previous systematic er- 

ror. The branching ratio for J/$J + w7r” measured here is lower than the old 

result by 1.7 times the previous systematic error, due to a better estimate of the 
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background obtained by fitting the recoiling mass distribution rather than the 

recoiling momentum spectrum. 

Except for the above mentioned changes, the set of new branching ratios 

given in Table I agree with the previous measurements within la of the previous 

statistical error. 

The decays of the J/g (b ein g a CC quark state with well defined initial quan- 

tum numbers) are an excellent laboratory for the study of hadron dynamics. The 

electromagnetic decays play an important role here due to the OZI suppression 

of hadronic decays via three gluons. This allows us to study J/$J + VP decay 

rates in terms of the diagrams shown in Fig. la and lb. The influence of dia- 

grams with more disconnected quark lines, such as the DOZI processes shown in 

. - Fig. lc and Id, is also investigated. Further, given that the vector meson quark 

assignments are well established, our measurements are used to study the quark 

content of the q and 7’ pseudoscalar mesons. 

A. The mixing angle of the q and q’ mesons 

The widths of J/+ into VP meson pairs can be written as 

I’ (J/q5 --+ VP), = IAil x p&, 

where pvi is the momentum of the vector meson in the rest frame of the J/q. 

We analyze our data using a recent phenomenological model,“’ which differs 

from that used to analyze our earlier measurements by including a term repre- 

senting DOZI processes and that no gluonium contribution is required. Within 

this model the amplitudes Ai are coupled with strength g for the strong decays, 

rg for DOZI processes, sg for possible SU(3) violations, and e for electromagnetic 

processes. These constants are relatively real, and the phase of e relative to g is 

defined to be 8,. 
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Within the pseudoscalar nonet the q and q’ mesons can be parametrized by 

their normalized wavefunctions in terms of only light and strange quarks:[” 

The pseudoscalar mixing angle 8, can be written in terms of the quark content 

of the 77 and v’ mesons: 1171 

,’ 

The expected contributions of the various processes to the J/G -+ VP am- 

plitudes in the model are given in Table II. The measured reduced branching . - 
ratios B E 33/p; are also given in Table II, where common systematic errors 

due to the normalization have been removed, and the statistical and systematic 

errors are added in quadrature. The predicted decay amplitudes for J/t) decays 

to the variously charged p?r states are equal, reflecting the similar ua, d;i quark 

nature of these states. Our results (Section III A) are in good agreement with this 

prediction. By contrast, the amplitudes for J/$J decays to neutral and charged 

K*K’s differ due to the different quark content of the neutral (&) and charged 

(US) states. This leads to differing electromagnetic contributions to the ampli- 

tudes. The necessity for such an isospin violating effect has been noted by several 

authors.1181 Our model predicts that the ratio of neutral over charged K* K’s from 

J/q + K*K should be less than 1. From our results in Table I we find this ratio 

to be 0.82 f 0.05 f 0.09, in qualitative agreement with the prediction. 

We fit the phenomenological model to the ten reduced branching ratios with 

the constraints Xi” + Yt = 1 and X,1 = -Y,. The fit yields (with a x2 of 10.1 

for 4 degrees of freedom) 

X, = 0.814 f 0.014; g = 1.10 f 0.04; s = 0.12 f 0.03; 
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8, = (72 f 7)'; e = 0.12 f 0.01; r = -0.15 f 0.01. 

This gives Yq = -0.581 and 6, = (-19.2 f 1.4)'. The result for 8, is in good 

agreement with recent two-photon results.[“’ 

A fit to the data, without the above constraints on Xi and Yi yields (with a 

x2 of 0.02 for one degree of freedom) 

Xi + Yi = 1.00 f 0.16 and Xi, + Y$ = 1.44 f 0.26. 

The values of all the components describing the amplitudes are within the errors 

of the previous fit results. Varying the magnitudes of the reduced branching ratios 

to account for possible correlated systematic effects in photon reconstruction 

efficiencies changes the results for Xi” + Yi2 within the above errors. . - 

The results of the unconstrained fit indicate that the model where the q 

and q’ consist of only u, d and s quarks, with no contribution from gluonium, -. 
is consistent with the data. Furthermore the results of the constrained fit are 

consistent with mixing between the ground state octet and singlet states only. 

The constrained fit yie1ds.a DOZI contribution of 15% of the OZI amplitude. 

Using the same model with no DOZI contribution (r = 0), an unconstrained fit 

to the data gives a x2 of 25.1 for two degrees of freedom. A constrained fit to the 

data gives a x2 of 221.0 for five degrees of freedom. Setting r = 0 one expects 

@J/lc, ---) w)/@J/+ + WV’) to be equal to k(J/lc, + pq)/&(J/$ + ~7’). The 

values for these ratios from Table II are 8.0 and 1.3 respectively. This illustrates 

the need for a DOZI contribution in this model. 

B. Contributions From Electromagnetic DOZI Processes 

In the model used in the previous section the nature of the DOZI processes 

was assumed to be hadronic, and any electromagnetic DOZI processes were as- 

sumed to be suppressed by at least a (the fine structure constant). This hy- 

pothesis can be tested by considering the decay J/$ + &r”. Unlike the other 
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J/1/, -+ VP decays, it cannot proceed via any of the processes shown in Fig. 1. 

It could proceed via an electromagnetic DOZI decay, the lowest order diagram 

being shown in Fig. Id. The upper limit on g(J/ll, + &r”) (Table II) is one to 

two orders of magnitude smaller than the reduced branching ratios for all other 

J/$ + VP decays. This indicates that the electromagnetic DOZI process shown 

in Fig. Id plays a negligible role in J/+ + VP decays. 

C. The wr” Electromagnetic Form Factor 

The electromagnetic form factors for the decay of the J/t,b to two pseudoscalar 

mesons (such as 7r7r or KK) have been measured previously.‘61 For J/$ -+ VP, 

the electromagnetic form factor f(q2) of th e WK’ channel is calculated here. This 

decay is chosen because, unlike the pq and ~7’ decays, the amplitude depends 

only on e, and a good measurement of the crossed channel amplitude w + 77r” 

exists. The ratio of electromagnetic form factors at q2 = rn;,+ and at q2=0 is 

given by (see Appendix) 

Ifb4,$) I2 m~/+r(J/+ + wr”) 
If WI2 r(w + 7+‘)I’(J/74 ---) ,x+p-)’ 

Using the branching ratio for J/ll, + w7r” (Table I) and taking all other quantities 

from Ref. 10, we have 

If(m$ I 
If P)l 

= 0.0335 f 0.0059, 

in agreement with our previous determination. [” This value is three times smaller 

than that for the nr electromagnetic form factor ratio in J/q decay.“’ This 

suppression is in quantitative agreement with that predicted by hadronic helicity 

conservation in QCD!201 
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V. SUMMARY 

New measurements for two-body decays of the J/$J into p7r, pq, p#, wr”, WV, 

WV’, dq, $7’ and K*K , as well as a new upper limit on &r” are presented. A fit to 

the data using a phenomenological model requires a hadronic DOZI contribution. 

The magnitude of the DOZI contribution is 15fl% of the SOZI amplitude. In this 

model the q and 7’ are found to be composed of only light and strange quarks. 

This rules out any gluonium contribution to the $ wavefunction. Using the 

results of the model the pseudoscalar mixing angle is found to be 8, = (-19.2 f 

1.4)‘. The decay J/~,!J -+ &r” is suppressed relative to the other decays, suggesting 

the absence of electromagnetic DOZI contributions. The w7r” electromagnetic 

form factor ratio is calculated to be lfh2,,d _ Ifol - 0.0335 f 0.0059. 

We gratefully acknowledge the dedicated effort of SPEAR and the Linear Ac- 

celerator operating staff. This work was supported in part by the U.S. National 

Science Foundation and the U.S. Department of Energy under Contracts No. DE- 

AC03-76SF00515. No. DE-AC02-76ER01195, No. DE-AC03-81ER40050, and 

No. DE-AM03-76SF00034. 
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APPENDIX 

The matrix element for the decay J/+ + w7r” is written as the product of 

two terms, (w7r” 1 JpI 0) and (0 / JpI J/q). We calculate 

(wr” I Jpl 0) = f(q2)+ygpeb~p~ and (0 l J,I J/$) = &geT,$, 

where q2 = rns,+, CY is the fine structure constant, g is the coupling constant of 

the J/T+!J to the virtual photon, ei(pi) is the polarization (momentum) four-vector 

of particle i, and f(q2) is the electromagnetic form factor. In terms of the matrix 

element and two-body phase space, the decay width for J/$ -+ WIT’ is 

r(J/+ -+ UT”) = ~~a2g2p~jf(m:,$)2, 

:. .: 
. - 

where p, is the momentum of the w in the rest frame of the J/$J . 

The decay J/$J + /.L+/A- is used to obtain g. In the approximation rni < 
-. 

“2J/@’ we have[“’ 

To normalize the electromagnetic form factor to that of q2=0, we use the 

crossed-process w + 77r O. The matrix element for this is 

which gives 

r(W -+ 779) = ~~;v(o)l2, 

where p7 is the momentum of the 7 in the rest frame of the w. We thus obtain 

Ifb4,J I2 3 mJ$‘(JltL j wr”) 
IfW12 r(W -+ 77ro)r(J/ti -+ P+P-) * 
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Table I. J/q5 + VP branching ratios. 

Channel Final state Branching ratio ( 10m3) 

PT 7r+7r-7r” 14.2 f 0.1 f 1.9 

Pl 7r+7r-rj 0.191 f 0.013 f 0.034 

7r+7r-7r+7r-7r” 0.196 f 0.029 f 0.040 

average 0.193 f 0.013 f 0.029 

Prl’ 7r+7r-7pO 0.133 f 0.018 f 0.024 

7r+7r-rpr+TT- 0.097 f 0.022 f 0.017 

average 0.114 f 0.014 f 0.016 

W7P 7r+7r-7r07ro 0.482 f 0.019 f 0.064 

WI) 7r+7r-7r”?j 1.86 f 0.06 f 0.25 

7r+7r-x07?T+7r- 1.49 f 0.17 f 0.22 

average 1.71 f 0.08 f 0.20 

W’ 7r+7r-7r”q7r+7T- 0.169 f 0.027 f 0.025 

7r7rlr7r7r7r7r7r + - o + - + - o 0.154 f0.051 f 0.026 

?T+or”7po 0.167 f 0.025 f 0.024 

average 0.166 f 0.017 f 0.019 

&f-O K+K-no <0.0068 

4rl K+K-rj 0.651 f 0.049 f 0.092 

K+K-?r+vr-?r” 0.677 f 0.088 f 0.096 

average 0.661 f 0.045 f 0.078 

h’ K+K-~T+T- 0.290 f 0.050 f 0.039 

K+K-yp” 0.327 f 0.046 f 0.049 

average 0.308 f 0.034 f 0.036 

K*+K- + C.C. K*+ K; 5.16 f 0.16 f 0.54 

K+K-a0 5.66 f 0.12 f 0.83 

average 5.26 f 0.13 It 0.53 

K*Ol?O + C.C. K*xrK; 4.33 f 0.12 f 0.45 
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Table II. Amplitudes and reduced branching ratios for J/$ -+ VP. 

Process J/$ --) Amplitude @lo-3) 

p+7r-, p%P p-7r+ , 

K*+K- K*-K+ , 

K*oEo, K*oKo 

..I 

Wrl 

WV’ 

@I 

&l’ 

POrl 

POrl ’ 

W7P . - 

drO 

-. 

g+e 
g(l- s) + e 

g(l- s) - 2e 

(9 + e)& + firg(fi& + KJ 

(g + e)X,I + &&hXp + Yvf> 

(g(l- 2s) - 2e)Yq + q7(JzX, + Yq) 

(g(1 - 2s) - 2e)Y,t + rg(&&l + Yit) 

3eXv 

3eX, I 

3e 

0 

1.556 f 0.161 

1.017 f 0.061 

0.836 f 0.055 

0.632 f0.058 

0.079 f 0.010 

0.287 f 0.031 

0.182 310.025 

0.071f 0.010 

0.054 It 0.009 

0.159 f 0.017 

< 0.0026 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. Diagrams contributing to J/t) decays: (a) three gluon annihilation; (b) 

electromagnetic decay proceeding via c-d annihilation into one photon; (c) a 

purely hadronic DOZI decay; (d) an example of an electromagnetic DOZI 

decay. 

2. The Dalitz plot for J/t) -+ ?r+~-7~‘. (To emphasize the structure only one 

third of the data is displayed.) 

3. The 7~+rr- invariant mass for events of the type J/t) + T+CT-~ in the 

modes: (a) r] -+ 77; (b) q + nIT+r-7ro. The curves show the fit results 

for: the background (I); backg round + w (II); background + p (III) ; and 

background + w + p + interference term (IV). The background is quadratic 

. - for (a), linear for (b) . 

4. (a) The 7p invariant mass for events of the type J/T) -+ pp7. (b) The 

q~+rrr- invariant mass for events of the type J/$J + pr]n+r-. The curves -. 
show the quadratic background (I) and background + q’ (II). 

5. (a) The ~T+K-RO invariant mass for events of the type J/t) ---) 7rr+7rr-7r077. 

(b) The 77 invariant mass for events of the type J/T) + ~77; the curves 

show the quadratic background (I), background + 7r” (II) and background 

+ q (III). 

6. (a) The 77rr+7r- invariant mass in events of the type J/t) + w7r+7rr-7. 

The curves show the estimated phase space background (I), background 

+ Monte Carlo simulation of the decay J/+ + WV, q + 7r+7rr-7ro (II) and 

background + Monte Carlo simulation of the decay J/q + WV, q -+ 7r+7rr-7 

(IQ 04 The 7~ invariant mass in events of the type J/$ + wp7. The 

curves show the quadratic background (I) and the background + rj (II). (c) 

The q7r+7rlr- invariant mass in events of the type J/$ ---+ wt)r+r-,q + 77. 

(d) The r/&r- invariant mass in events of the type J/$J + wqdvr-, q + 

7r+7r-7rO. 
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7. (a) The K+K- invariant mass in events of the type J/ll, + K+K-q. 

(b) The 77 invariant mass in events of the type J/$J --+ 477; the curves 

show the quadratic background (I) and the background + q (II). 

8. (a) The r+7rT-ro invariant mass in events of the type J/~+!J + c$T+T-T~. 

(b) The 7p invariant mass in events of the type J/+ -+ 4~7. The curves 

show the quadratic background (I) and the background + v’ (II). (c) The 

qn+rrr- invariant mass in events of the type J/$J + &pr+rr-, q + 77. 

9. (a) The Dalitz plot for J/$J --f K*KFr”. (b) The Dalitz plot for J/pi, + 

K*?r+r-rF events. 
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